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QF100
The QF100 was introduced to work 
on most light hanging applictions. 
It can be used to hang fluorescent 
lights, speakers, busbar and cable 
tray to name just some of the 
applications

QF1050
While significantly smaller in size 
and with a lower safe work load 
limit than the QF200, the QF150 
can be used to hang heavy cable 
baskets and HID lights

QF200
The largest of the Q-Flex series with 
the highest safe work load limit, the 
QF200 is perfect for hanging sound 
systems and heavy cable trays

SHOT FIRE END
The fastest way to fix to bondek type surface 
using a powder actuated gun.

TIE WIRE END
Tie wire ends are a simple drill and hammer 
masonry anchor system

THREAD END
Suitable for concrete, lindapter wedges, busbar, 
lighting trunking, ducting, cable management and 
signage.

CLIP END
The clip uses a tradtional purlin clip for securing 
lighting or cable tray to the lip of a purlin.

LOOP END
The loop end provides a fast & simple methon to 
loop over purlins without the need for any fixing.

DECK END
Suitable for decking applications for structural 
metal decks and other steel decking types.

Superior hanging techology

Q-flex ends



The Q-Flex system includes fixings and sizes to support all mechanical 
services including square and round duct work, fan coil units, chiller beams, 

plenums, pipe work and other related items into or onto any surface, 
whether it be concrete, bondek, purlins or beams.

TRAPEZE CLIP
Tie wire ends are a simple drill and hammer 
masonry anchor system

TOGGLE END
The system consists of wire and Q-Flex with a 
toggle termination.

SNAP END
For snapping onto purlin hangers, chilled beams, 
lighting, heating panels, signage, attached to 
existing structures

ANGLE END
Suitable for concrete slab, metal decking and 
other steel structures, wooden structures.



Tools
Drillfast also sell a complete range of accessories for the Q-Flex 

system. Ask us what is most suitable for your next project. 

Tensioning Tool

Heavy Duty Wire Cutters The Q-flex system 
continues to innovate 

with more flexiblity 
built-in to every clipProduct Typical Application Wire rope 

diameter
Load 
rating

QF100 Lights, Speakers, Cable tray 2.0mm 5-55 kg

QF150 Heavy cable basket, HID Lights 3.0 mm 12-120 kg

QF200 Sound system, Heavy cable tray 4.0 mm 25-180 kg
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